6

ROBOTICS COMPETITION

PRACTICE PROJECT 6
AI Camera, wifi module and FlipAIOT - Module 1

MISSION
Use advanced training techniques to idenitfy objects with FlipAiot and understand how surroundings
and external elements affect the AIOT recognition system.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

EQUIPMENT

• Enhance your AI recognition training result

• FlipRobot E310+

• Train AI Model for Image Recognition

• Laptop
• Charging/Connection cable
• AI Camera Module
• Wifi Module
• Li-on Battery
• FlipAIOT app
• Three different Training objects

STEP 1

Items

SETTING UP
1. 		 Find three different objects with different shapes and
colours. These items can be anything from a tennis
ball to a soft drink bottle.
2. Locate three different background with different textures.
3. Connect the FlipRobot to the AI Camera module and WiFi
module.
4. Load up the FlipAIOT standalone app.

Backgrounds

STEP 2
TRAINING YOUR ROBOT WITH FLIPAIOT
1. Set up your training object in front of a white background,

2. Imagine your robot's wifi camera module is an actual
camera, and the "Train" button in the FlipRobot is the
shutter.
3. Position your robot with the wifi camera module in front of
the object at differnt angles and distances, and click "Train"
button at least 10 times, each at a different position.

STEP 3
TEXTURED WALL TEST
1. Set up your training object in front of a coloured or
textured background,
2. Check the object recognition confidence level in FlipAIOT.
3. If your FlipRobot is not 100% confidence with the object,
click the“train” button and get more examples.
4. Confirm that your FlipRobot is 100% confident with that
object.

STEP 4
BRICK WALL TEST
1.

Now that you have tested your robot against a textured
wall its time to step it up. Set up your training object in
front of a brick wall.

2.

Check the object recognition confidence level in FlipAIOT.

3.

If your FlipRobot is not 100% confidence, click the“train”
button and get more examples.

4.

Confirm that your FlipRobot is 100% confident with that
object.

STEP 6
GET EXAMPLES FOR OTHER OBJECT
1.

You have now mastered obtaining 100% for the first object. It's now its time to scan and obtain 100%
confidence for your other objects.

2.

Repeat steps 3 to 5 for object 2 and object 3.

STEP 8
OBJECT

HOW TO ACCURATE TRAINING RESULT
1. It recognizes the whole image(including background and
objects) not just elements of the image.
2. ALL matter in regard to recognition result.
3. Add more samples for accurate training results, and please
consider different elements to create samples.
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